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 The story revolves around Raju, who is a computer science student and lives in a small town in Kota. He always dreams about
becoming a successful engineer and also loves cricket. After failing in his entrance exams, Raju meets Rajan, the college

topper. Rajan is a charming and responsible guy and an exceptional cricket player who is also a bit of a bad boy. Raju falls for
Rajan, and then he is selected for an engineer internship in Bangalore. But he gets rejected on the first day of the internship, and

he is informed that he needs to study the subjects specified in his admission letter. Raju goes back to the small town, and his
parents tell him that he needs to improve his qualities, which are not compatible with an engineer. Raju plays cricket and goes to
the village to meet the village boy, who is his cousin. While Raju is at his aunt's house, Rajan comes there to meet his father and
Raju's father is completely drunk. At that time, Rajan's father tells Raju to meet his friend Raunaq, who is the owner of a sports
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goods shop. Raunaq takes Raju to a casino where he is introduced to a lady called Nina. Rajan knows this lady because she is his
girlfriend, but he doesn't know Raju. Nina is a very beautiful and ambitious girl who comes from an affluent family. Now Raju

has to choose his career: Either he will become an engineer or follow the path of his friend, Rajan. He decides to become an
engineer and keep his cricket dreams alive. After one month, Raju learns that he is not able to join the company because he did
not fulfil the terms of the internship. This makes him angry and he goes to see his college principal, who tells him to go away

and study. Raju and his cousin Raju live in a boarding house in Bangalore, but Raju is angry with his parents for not supporting
him and keeps missing classes. Nina's father comes to know about Raju's anger with his parents, and so he tries to destroy

Raju's friendship with his cousin. When Raunaq realises that his friend Raju is not happy, he proposes to Nina that she should
befriend Raju and get him married to her daughter. However, Nina refuses, and tells him that she doesn't want a husband and

wants to be an independent woman. Raunaq advises Raju to forget cricket and become an 82157476af
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